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PART I

NOTES OF THE ESOTERIC LESSONS
1913 and 1914

Written from Memory by the Participants

Meditation Verses used repeatedly in the Esoteric Lessons from 1913-1914...... 1

1913

JANUARY 2, 1913, COLOGNE.............................................................. 23
Separation from the direction represented by Mrs. Besant. Proper attitude 
regarding her as a personality and her deeds. Two rules of the Essene Order 
and their use today in connection with the Rosicrucian mantra: going to sleep 
with the consciousness of Ex Deo nascimur (love). Maintaining consciousness at 
transition moments. Visualizing the body in sleep as a preparation for imagina-
tive seeing (house with door, corpse in the coffin, angel with chalice). Taking 
In Christo morimur (humility) with us into the time after death. The nature of 
spiritual substance after death, before and after the Mystery of Golgotha. Self-
consciousness after death through Per Spiritum Sanctum reviviscimus.

JANUARY 4, 1913, COLOGNE.............................................................. 35
The esoteric processes around Mrs. Besant are no longer a matter of Western 
or Eastern esotericism but of truth and of untruth. The perception of thoughts 
disturbing meditation as progress. The experience of It thinks me, It weaves me, 
It works me connected with the feelings of devoutness, reverence and awe, grati-
tude. Living out karmic connections within the blood ties before the Mystery of 
Golgotha. Christ as the second Adam.

JANUARY 6, 1913, BERLIN................................................................... 43
Falling asleep with the evening meditation: continuation of the meditation in 
the disembodied state. Symbolic dream images before awakening. Two rules 
of the Essene Order in connection with the Rosicrucian mantra. The spiritual 
substance after death before and after the Mystery of Golgotha.



FEBRUARY 8, 1913, BERLIN................................................................ 49
Concerning proper meditation. The world of knowledge and the world of experi-
ence. The world of the Blessed. Example of dangers in the ascent into the spiritual 
worlds. Function of enjoyment. God in the maya. The mantras: It thinks me, It 
weaves me, It works me. Spiritual secrets in the sounds of these mantras. Two rules 
of the Essene Order in connection with the Rosicrucian mantra.

February 17-20, 1913, STUTTGART..................................................... 58
About the continued working of the exercise, also when the student falls asleep 
during the exercise. The truth of the four statements: I am ; I think ; I feel ; I will. 
The meaning and significance of the sounds of the Rosicrucian mantra.

MARCH 12, 1913, MUNICH................................................................ 63
About the continued working of the exercise, also when the student falls asleep 
during the exercise. The truth of the four statements: I am ; I think ; I feel ; I will. 
The meaning and significance of the sounds of the Rosicrucian mantra.

MARCH 16, 1913, BERLIN.................................................................. 69
The death of Oda Waller. Falling asleep during meditation. The truth of the 
statements: I am ; I think ; I feel ; I will. The meaning of the sounds of the Rosi-
crucian mantra.

MARCH 21, 1913, THE HAGUE.......................................................... 77
Two possible experiences with meditating: 1. Being lifted up, expansion; the 
approach of yellow-red beings (archangels); bliss and fear. 2. Sinking down, contrac-
tion; the approach of blue-violet beings (angels); trembling, seeing oneself. Unifica-
tion of these figures: conflict and temptation from Lucifer. Rosicrucian mantra.

MARCH 25, 1913, THE HAGUE.......................................................... 82
The four statements: I am ; I think ; I feel ; I will. The sounds of the three mantras 
(It thinks me ; It weaves me ; It works me.) and the Rosicrucian mantra.

APRIL 11, 1913, BERLIN...................................................................... 86
Experiences during meditating and helpful advice: about thoughts disturbing 
meditation; headaches; the appearance of particular characteristics; reasons for 
the appearance of the double. Imaginations: the etheric body becoming mobile.

MAY 14, 1913, STRASSBURG............................................................... 95
About the moral world and the natural world: the esotericists must unite them 
(examples: Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus). Separated, the natural world contains 
forces that cause illness. Matter as concentrated sin. Lucifer’s influence: egotism. 
Pain as a remedy against egotism. The necessity for morality with the ascent into 
the spiritual worlds. The Rosicrucian mantra.



MAY 18, 1913, STUTTGART.............................................................. 100
The task of the esotericists: read the outer manifestations as esoteric script. The 
three Suns (physical, spiritual, and Christ-Sun). Julian the Apostate. Direct working 
of planets below the Sun; indirect working of the planets above the Sun. The seven 
planets as the seven light-roses of the Rose Cross. The Rosicrucian mantra.

JUNE 1, 1913, HELSINgFORS (HELSINKI)...................................... 122.
About the prayers to the spirits of the days. The “I”-begetting force of the Sun, 
and the reproductive force of the Moon. Mercury as messenger. The three Suns.

JUNE 5, 1913, HELSINgFORS (HELSINKI)..................................... 124
Thoughts disturbing meditation. Unfortunate results of the events in Adyar.

JUNE 8, 1913, STOCKHOLM............................................................. 125
Difficulties of self-knowledge; three discoveries thereby: wanting to deny the 
spirit; fear before the spirit; hatred toward the spirit. About love and its connec-
tion with karmic bonds and egotism. Concerning the effect of Lucifer and 
Ahriman in the thoughts disturbing one.

SEPTEMBER 3, 1913, MUNICH......................................................... 129
The difference between exotericism and esotericism. About the plurality and 
unity in philosophy and in esotericism. Recognizing only the unity is succumbing 
to Lucifer; acknowledging only the plurality is succumbing to Ahriman. System 
as dogma: ahrimanic. Forcing or imposing of a spiritual truth: luciferic. The 
book Theosophy, without the necessary effort of thinking would be luciferic. 
Concerning the so-called “vibrations.” Effects of meditation.

SEPTEMBER 4, 1913, MUNICH......................................................... 140
Effect of Lucifer and Ahriman. Lucifer and the mystics; Lucifer’s inclination 
to become pious. Ahriman: in everything having to do with the will, gestures, 
writing, listening, and everything mediumistic. Swedenborg. The harmo-
nizing of both forces. Non-use of esoteric capacities in physical life. About 
Maeterlinck’s demand for proof of the spiritual. The Gospel of John as help to 
find a middle way.

OCTOBER 5, 1913,  CHRISTIANIA  (OSLO)......................................... 150
Lack of “robustness” in the thought life of esotericists. Pain through thoughts 
that are not in conformity with the laws of world existence, for instance, Crookes’ 
microscopic human being. Feelings of cold and of warmth with various thoughts 
and philosophies. Example: oil-filled bowl in which a flame burns (image of the 
four members of the human being). The change of the etheric body at various 
places: North: expansion; South: compression.



OCTOBER 6, 1913, CHRISTIANIA (OSLO)....................................... 158
Justified and unjustified working of Lucifer and Ahriman. Ahriman: Lord of 
Death, his working through fear (materialism). Being satisfied as protection. 
Lucifer: promoter and stimulator of art and free science; temptation to arro-
gance; his working in naturalistic-realistic dramas (G. Hauptmann). Humility 
and modesty as protection. Lucifer and Ahriman carry their “I” onto the phys-
ical plane. Every being has its world in which it must experience its “I.” About 
fainting at the sight of blood. Changes in the etheric body: North: expansion; 
South: compression; East: becoming small.

OCTOBER 11, 1913, BERGEN........................................................... 159
Typical experiences in connection with meditating: tingling, prickling, buzzing 
or roaring in the blood (becoming conscious of egotism). Shortness of breath 
(lack of sense of truth). Weakness and breaking into a sweat (experiencing the 
physical body as hindrance). A kind of pleasant dream-state (lack of socia-
bility). Remedy against egotism (example: Gospel of John). Cultivation of 
devotion.

OCTOBER 15, 1913, COPENHAGEN................................................ 162
Contact with Lucifer and Ahriman upon entering the spiritual world. Ahriman: 
works in all sounds and words. Lucifer: in visions. The result of the Fall. The 
human aura as a shell to be broken through in order to achieve access to the 
spiritual world. The Rosicrucian mantra. Temptation by Lucifer through voices; 
by Ahriman through images. Producing concentrated attention without an 
object in the meditation: overcoming Lucifer. The experience of being outside 
of oneself (image of the lightning). The nature of the mantra in relation to the 
concept. The result of the Fall. Duties and experiences of esotericists. 

NOVEMBER 9, 1913, NUREMBURG.................................................. 171
Esotericists must pay attention to the subtlest processes. Imaginations are 
given. Esotericists objectify their other human being. Lucifer’s temptation 
approaches from within; Ahriman’s from outside. Examples are given. Learn 
to draw conclusions about earlier experiences. Reproach works strongly in the 
subconscious.

NOVEMBER 10, 1913, NUREMBURG............................................... 173
Our behavior in relation to the spiritual world. The spiritual teacher as 
educator: esotericists must be treated as developing, becoming beings. Even if 
we do not enter into the spiritual world consciously it is important to devote 
ourselves to the esoteric life. What matters is the prevailing mood of soul.The 
human aura is described as a shell to be broken through in order to achieve 
access to the spiritual world. Imaginations are given. The Sun as the center of 
our “I”.



NOVEMBER 17, 1913, BERLIN.......................................................... 175
Before the Mystery of Golgotha on the Sun, Christ is found on the Sun; now 
in the aura of the Earth. What would be the result if human beings received 
their “I”-consciousness in the second seven-year period of life? Life in eight 
dream-like states with the image of death beside them. Cowardice today 
before the spiritual world. Results of rejecting the Christ impulse: the soul 
becomes desolate and sclerotic; feeling the death forces. Weariness of life, 
suicide epidemics.

NOVEMBER 23, 1913, STUTTGART................................................. 185
Flighty thoughts revealing the life of desires as a hindrance to spiritual 
progress, but also as a means of attaining self-knowledge. The connection 
between desire (interest) and memory. Love for Lucifer and Ahriman. The 
work of Ahriman as shown by two examples: in the seeking of excuses in 
self-knowledge; in false philosophical ideas (conversation of Deussen and 
Nietzsche about denial of the will and ennoblement of the will). Knowledge 
of Lucifer and Ahriman in all of our doing and not-doing. The increasing 
of the spiritual and the dying away of the material in connection with the 
Rosicrucian mantra.

DECEMBER 9, 1913, MUNICH.......................................................... 191
Results of the progressive sensitizing of esotericists through meditation: 
noticing disturbing thoughts, bodily pain during meditation. The appear-
ance of peculiar experiences that were imprinted earlier, consciously or 
unconsciously, into the etheric body (visions of violent scenes, and so on). 
Improvement and refining of the good side; independence of the ugly side. 
The encounter with Christ. Inspirations coming out of the higher worlds for 
the material world; examples: Wallace, Darwin.

DECEMBER 18, 1913, COLOGNE..................................................... 196
As soon as we begin an esoteric training the soul changes. A consequences of 
esoteric training: loosening of the physical, etheric, and astral bodies and the 
“I” and thereby peculiar experiences appear that were imprinted in the etheric 
body. We incarnate again and again to achieve truthfulness and morality in the 
physical world.

DECEMBER 30, 1913, LEIPZIG......................................................... 197
View of psychologists of the Middle Ages: the entire soul life is intentional. 
Thinking without an object. Astral body and “I” during sleep are pulled out of 
the blood and nervous systems; strong penetrating of the sense and glandular 
systems. Luciferic warmth and the warmth raying out of the spiritual world-
warmth that reveals itself as cold in meditation. The Rose Cross and the Rosi-
crucian mantra.



1914

JANUARY 2, 1914, LEIPZIG................................................................ 209
The subsidiary exercises as a means for learning to know the different members 
of the human being. About the pain that appears in connection with meditation. 
Observation of the physical body through concentration of thinking; knowing 
the etheric body through the will exercise; becoming conscious of the astral 
body through equanimity; of the “I” through positivity; of the manas through 
openness. Harmonization of the various capacities. Necessities for esotericists: 
practice patience and truthfulness. Development of an ordinary, good memory. 
Penetrate all actions with attention and reflection.

JANUARY 11, 1914, BREMEN............................................................ 219
The contracting of the warmth ether during meditation. Being ashamed. The 
attention toward the inside and toward the outside.

JANUARY 24, 1914, BERLIN............................................................... 220
The way into the spiritual world: an easier ascent for those feeling-natures with 
a religious disposition; a harder ascent for will-natures, suffering through the 
emotions. The path of thinking: longest but safest way. The Rosicrucian mantra.

FEBRUARY 7, 1914, HANNOVER......................................................... 223
Advice for meditation. Feelings of warmth and coolness during prayer with 
exotericists or esotericists. Effects of subsidiary exercises. Will exercise, feeling 
oneself in the etheric body. Equanimity, and expanding of the etheric body. 
The experience of the first two sentences of the Rosicrucian mantra in the first 
three subsidiary exercises; of the third sentence in the fourth exercise positivity.

MARCH 5, 1914, STUTTGART........................................................... 226
Etheric body as originator, physical body as mirror of thoughts. “Sein” [existence] 
comes from “Sehen” [to see]. Matter as nothingness; the spiritual world as actual 
reality. Feeling the nothing as resistance. Consciousness of the strengthened soul 
life for the elemental world. Transformation of good thoughts into eternal imag-
inations; bad or evil thoughts as waste products. Comparison with the origin of 
the mineral kingdom -- the earthly dust from which Yahweh created the human 
being -- through the errors of the elohim on the old moon; the work of Lucifer. 
The relation of the physical and spiritual worlds. Instructions for mantras.

MARCH 27 AND APRIL 14, 1914, VIENNA..................................... 235
Becoming independent of our thought life through the mantra: “I turn to the 
things...” The living “I” becoming conscious of itself through “spirit light warmed 
me...”. Feeling the sense world as pearls of existence in the real being of the spirit: 
“Luminous ‘I’ and Beacon-soul...”. The connection with the Rosicrucian mantra. 



Progress through the right mood of the soul with meditation. “It thinks me,” 
instead of “I think.” Concentrating of the self in the etheric body. The experience 
of our own goodness and badness. Instructions for the mantras: “I turn to the 
things...”; “Spirit light warm me...”; “Luminous ‘I’ and beacon-soul...”.

MARCH 31, 1914, MUNICH.............................................................. 253
Hindrances to becoming conscious of progress. Thoughts: reflections of thinking 
by the physical body. Feeling ourselves spread out or expanded as a sign of weak-
ening. What underlies the good and the bad thoughts. Instructions for the three 
mantras: “I turn to the things...”; “Spirit light warm me...”; “Luminous ‘I’ and 
beacon-soul...”. The Rosicrucian mantra.

APRIL 25, 1914, BERLIN.................................................................... 260
The yearning for the physical body as cause of the lack of consciousness in the 
spiritual world during sleep. The work on the twelve senses by elemental beings 
serving the spirits of form; these elemental beings will make up the future Jupiter 
zodiac. The work on the blood system by elemental beings serving the spirits 
of movement; these elemental beings will build the future Jupiter sun. Lucifer’s 
working: sense experience. Ahriman’s working: world experience.

MAY 9, 1914, KASSEL......................................................................... 272
Contact with the spiritual in dream, in memory. Day-consciousness comes about 
at the boundary between the new soul core and the old spirituality. Nature as the 
remaining memory of what the hierarchies once thought. Lucifer strives even yet 
to think the error. Instructions for the three mantras: “I turn to the things...”; 
“Spirit light warm me...”; “Luminous, ‘I’ and beacon-soul...”.

JUNE 3, 1914, BASEL.......................................................................... 281
Lucifer’s working: burning through the fire of the passions, drives, desires in 
the heart of the higher beings’ imaginations, inspirations, intuitions that are 
contained in the perception. Moses and the burning thorn bush. The working 
of Ahriman in the brain: cooling down Lucifer’s fire. Lovelessness is fuel for 
Lucifer’s fire. “I turn to the things...”.

JULY 14, 1914, NORRKöPING.......................................................... 285
Becoming body-free in the proper meditation. The human organs as script 
signs of the gods. The “small brain” (cerebellum) as the remainder of the old 
Moon period. Re-forming of lungs and heart of the Moon human being to the 
pineal gland and mucous glands of the Earth human being. Formation of the 
Jupiter human’s brain from the deeds (“large brain” cerebrum) and thoughts 
(“small brain”cerebellum) of the Earth human being. Christ as helper and as 
judge; the “Last Judgment.” The results of the incorrect description of Yahweh 
by H. P. Blavatsky. The connection of spiritual science with Christ-knowledge.



PART II

NOTES OF THE ESOTERIC LESSONS

1920 to the New Founding of the Esoteric School as
the “Independent School for Spiritual Science” 

at the Goetheanum 1923/1924

Written from Memory by the Participants
With Facsimiles from Rudolf Steiner’s Handwritten Notebook

Foreword ................................................................................................. 295

FEBRUARY 9, 1920, DORNACH......................................................... 298
The lack of the earnestness of the members of the Society. Critique and trust in 
their proper place. The necessary change of one’s view of life after seven years 
of membership. The necessary uniting of the streams from the spiritual world 
with the living stream from the organism. Karma of the individual and karma of 
humanity. Humanity at the threshold. The dangers of not using the inner forces 
given by the Mystery of Golgotha: more and more soulless bodies with autom-
aton-intellect. Meditative provision for the path: “I imagine...”; “I think...”; “I 
feel...”; “I dream...”; “I will...”; “I sleep...”. At the beginning and at the close of 
the lesson the mantra is spoken: “Human being, know yourself...”.

FEBRUARY 17, 1920, DORNACH...................................................... 304
Life in three realms: 1. in the physical world; 2. at the threshold; 3. on the other 
side of the threshold. The experience at the threshold. The connection with 
Christ. “The divine gave me an ‘I’...”. Secret societies and spiritual science. The 
Jesuits. At the beginning and at the end of the lesson: “Human being, know 
yourself...”.

APRIL 16, 1922, LONDON................................................................. 311
“Mirror of the world...”.

NOVEMBER 12, 1922, LONDON...................................................... 324
Nature-knowledge, moral duties, and religious consciousness. The two parts of 
the world ether: 1. The warmth, light, chemical, and life ethers; 2. The moral 
being of the world ether is only near the stars and planets.

SEPTEMBER 30, 1923, VIENNA......................................................... 313
“Human being, know yourself...”. The Temple legend.
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dream of flying. The force of lightness is connected with the Sun. Lighting up of 
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DECEMBER 30, 1923, DORNACH..................................................... 414
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being, know your self,” is no longer “AOUM,” but is: yes, I am there for your world deeds.
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